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SUMMARY
Giovanni Battista Monteggia was born in Laverne on the 8th of August 1762. Monteggia started his 
education in the School of Surgery at the Hospital Maggiore in Milano in 1779. This hospital was called 
“Big House” and it is one of the oldest medical institutions in Italy. He passed exam in surgery in 1781. 
Monteggia was promoted to assistant at surgery in Maggiore hospital in 1790. He was among the first 
who gave a complete clinical description of polio. He described traumatic hip dislocation and special 
forearm fracture which was named after him. Strictly speaking, a Monteggia fracture is a fracture of the 
proximal third of the ulna with an anterior dislocation of the radial head. Monteggia became a member 
of the renewed Institute of Science, Literature and Art in Milano in 1813.
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BIOGRAPHY

Giovanni Battista Monteggia was born in Lav-
erne, on the shores of lake Largo Maggiore, 
on 8th of August 1762 (Figure 1). Father Gio-
vanni Antonio and mother Marianna Vegezzi 
had two more sons, one of whom was a priest 
in the carbonates, and the other was a doctor. 
The father, who worked in regulating road and 
river traffic, directed his son to study medicine. 
Therefore Monteggia, who began his education 
by studying Latin grammar in Pallanza, con-
tinued his education in the School of Surgery 
at the Hospital Maggiore in Milano in 1779. 
This hospital was called “Big House”, one of the 
oldest medical institutions in Italy. Among oth-
ers, his teachers were Guglielmo Patrina, Pietro 
Moscati, Giovanni Battista Palletta. Monteggia 
paid special attention to the study of anatomy, 
but he also attended classes in botany and 
pharmacology with Antonio Poratia [1].

He passed an exam of surgery in 1781, in 
Pavia (Lombardy). His first printed work in 
Latin was published in 1789 in Milan entitled 
Fasciculi Pathologici (pathology collection), 
and it was printed by Giuseppe Marelli. The 
work is based on clinical observation of certain 
diseases, which follow the autopsy and patho-
logical findings. He classified the disease into 
symmetrical and asymmetrical, while the sec-
ond part examines lesiones capitis (head dis-
eases) with an accent on brain function study. 
The book gives a detailed description of differ-
ent cases of abscess. The most interesting ana-
tomical preparations he gave to the Cabinet of 
Anatomy at the University of Pavia.

Monteggia was promoted to assistant sur-
gery in 1790, and then became the head pro-
sector at the hospital Maggiore. He was ap-
pointed chief surgeon at the Royal prison by 

the Decree of the Court of Appeal in 1791. In 
1792, the hospital Committee gave him the re-
sponsibility of holding free classes to students 
of surgery. That same year, Giuseppe Marelli’s 
printing shop published his translation of vene-
real disease collection, published by Friedrich 
Fritz in Berlin in 1790. Next, his notes from 
the practice of venereal diseases were published 
in 1794 by Giuseppe Galeazzo. This book, 
which was dedicated to Moscati, presented a 
case study and the experience gained during 
the treatment of prisoners. The book recom-
mends Shaporin plant in the treatment of ve-
nereal diseases.

Monteggia married Giovana Cremona from 
Novara in 1794. They had five children, and 
only three survived. During the next 15 years, 
his successful but short career culminates. He 
held various public offices working in the field 

Figure 1. A portrait of Monteggia
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of education (he founded the Special Medical School at 
various hospitals) or in military (from 1808 he questioned 
military surgeons). He was appointed professor of surgical 
ward at the hospital Maggiore in 1795. In 1799, he was em-
ployed as a surgeon and obstetrician at the hospital of St. 
Catherine. In the same year, he became an official medical 
officer in the French army and a permanent member of 
the health committee by the Decree of the War Council. In 
1800 he was promoted the chief and began teaching at the 
Department of Surgery in the Hospital Maggiore.

In 1796 Monteggia published the translation from Ger-
man The Art of Obstetrics by George Wilhelm Stein, then 
his collection of cases in obstetrics, and his masterpiece 
Basics Surgery. This work has been published several 
times in Milano, Napoli and Pavia. First edition in five 
volumes was published in Milano between 1802 and 1805, 
the second edition in eight volumes, revised by the author 
between 1813 and 1816 [2]. His main inspiration was the 
work of the Scottish surgeon John Hunter, but he also used 
other scientific literature and periodicals. It shows that he 
was a clinician focused more on practice than on systema-
tization. In addition to surgical titles of suppuration, gan-
grene, tumors, injuries, fractures, his work was related to 
rheumatism, diseases of the eyes and skin. He was among 
the first who gave a complete clinical description of polio. 
However, his attention was mostly focused on orthopedics. 
He described traumatic hip dislocation and special fore-
arm fracture which was named after him in 1814.

Strictly speaking, a Monteggia fracture is a fracture of 
the proximal third of the ulna with an anterior dislocation 
of the radial head [3] (Figure 2). Bado coined the term 
“Monteggia lesion” to include the entire spectrum of these 
injuries. He classified these injuries into four types, and 
gave percentages for each type [4].

Monteggia became a member of the renewed Institute 
of Science, Literature and Art in Milano in 1813. He was 
a member of several Academies in Italy, had a rich corre-
spondence with colleagues from Italy and other countries, 
and possessed a good knowledge of foreign languages and 
periodicals. He was a collaborator in the Journal of Latest 
Medical Literature of Europe and New Journal of Medicine 
and Surgery from Milano, and formed a large library.

The ninth volume of his major work Basics Surgery 
has been never finished. There are notes showing that he 
envisioned chapters about immunization, electricity and 
pharmacology. He died in 17th January 1815 in Milano. It 
is known that, while performing an autopsy on a woman 
who died of syphilis, he had the misfortune to cut his fin-
ger and infected himself with the disease [5].

His monument was placed in the hall of the Hospital 
Maggiore, which is now lost, but thanks to the sculptor 
Camilla Pacetti his bust was saved (Figure 3). The poet 
Carlo Porta devoted a sonnet to him. Among his biog-
raphers the most well known is the doctor of medicine 
Enrico Acerbi from Milano.
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Figure 3. A bust of Monteggia
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Figure 2. A Monteggia fracture
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КРАТАК САДРЖАЈ
Ђо ва ни Ба ти ста Мон те ђи је ро ђен 8. ав гу ста 1762. го ди не 
у Ла вер ну, у Ита ли ји. Хи рур ги ју је по чео да сту ди ра 1779. у 
бол ни ци Ма ђо ре, у Ми ла ну. Бол ни ца се зва ла „Ве ли ка ку ћа“ 
и јед на је од нај ста ри јих ме ди цин ских уста но ва у Ита ли ји. 
Ис пит из хи рур ги је по ло жио је 1781. У аси стен та на ка те-
дри хи рур ги је про мо ви сан је 1790. у бол ни ци Ма ђо ре. Ме ђу 

пр ви ма је дао пот пу ни опис по ли ја. Опи сао је тра у мат ску 
дис ло ка ци ју ку ка и по се бан пре лом гор ње тре ћи не ла кат не 
ко сти с пред њом лук са ци јом гла ви це жби це, ко ји је по ње му 
и на зван. Мон те ђи је 1813. го ди не по стао по ча сни члан Ин-
сти ту та на у ке, књи жев но сти и умет но сти у Ми ла ну.
Кључ не ре чи: Мон те ђи; пре лом по длак ти це; бол ни ца Ма-
ђо ре
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